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,-I-the "Praises fb Be Said at All the Hours" are, as it were, a

I prolongation and development of Francis's Exhortation to the Praise

I of God.. The two prayers are very alike in form and in content. They

spring from the same sources, the Bible and the liturgy; and they have the

same theme, the praise of God. But whereas the Exbortatioz is a spontaneous

composition and not intended for community recitation, the Praises are a

studied work, thought out and arranged as a choral-response prayer and

meant to be recited as a spiritual preparation for celebrating the Diaine

offin-

The Franciscan Invitatory

The fusisi Codex 338, the oldest manuscript containing most of
Francis's writings, includes the Praises To Be Said at All the Hours- Besides

the text of the Praisel this thirteenth century manuscript provides us with an

informative rubric which tells us the purpose for which the Praises wete

composed, the number of times Francis used to recite them and his program

of daily prayer. According to this rubric, every day Francis used to recite the

eight hours of the Dioine Office, the Office of the Dead. (onweekdays), and the

Littte Office of tbe Blessed Virgin Mary. Before each of the hours of the Diaine

ffice and the Linle Ofice,he also used to recite the Praises. The rubric says:

135
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"Here begin the Praises which our most holy Father Francis composed and

which he used to recite at all the F.Iours of the day and night and before the
Office of the Blessed. Virgin Mary, beginning them in this way: 'Our most holy
Father, who art in heaven, etc.'with the 'Glory be to the Father....' and then
the followin g Praises...."

The rubric reads much the same in the other manuscripts, almost
all of which are of a later date. It was not unusual at that time for pious
people to add a long series of prayers to the liturgy. They often intertwined
the official prayer of the Church, the Diaine Office, wth a succession of non-
official prayers. But these prayers were not, on the whole, an expression of
merely private devotion; instead, they flowed smoothly from the liturgy. So

it was that, rather than drowning the Church's liturgy under an outpouring
of private devotion, Francis's additional prayers were simply an extension of
that liturgy.

Before each canonical hour, Francis used to say the Our Father,
preceded by his accustomed addition, "O most Floly...," the short doxology
("Glo.y be to the Father...") and, finally, the Praises. This was a three-stage
preparation for prayer, culminating in the Praises, which, with their wide
scope, solemnity and content, were the climax of that preparation. Because

of their responsorial form, the Praises were a prelude, an introduction, to the
hours of the Diaine Office.They are the Franciscan inuitatarium or invitatory
psalm.

Francis, Author of the Praises

Like the Exhortation to tbe Praise of God., the Praises are composed of
quotations from the Bible and the liturgy, with some personal additions by
Francis, which we have put in italics here. The greater part of the text is

made up of words from the Bible as they were used in the liturgy.
Occasionally, Francis changes these words slightly or adds one or two of his

own. The quotations form a kind of rainbow which arches across from the
Old.Testarnenf to the last book of the New. This book, Reaelation, is the main
source of the quotations, followed by the Canticle of the Tbree Young Men
from Daniel (3:51-90). In v.7, there are echoes of Psalm 68:35.Y.4 and the
responsorial verse (R.V.) are taken from Lauds (Morning Prayer) of Sunday,

to which Francis adds only the word "And." The repetition of this verse

shows that he considered the Praises as a responsorial chant or prayer. At any

rate, the responsorial verse is a special characteristic ofthis luuda.
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Except for v. I l, the Praises are a mosaic of biblicalliturgical texts.
But this is precisely the feature which shows how well Francis knew these
texts, how he had made them his own and was able to use them to such good
effect. He prayed in the words of Holy Scripture, just as the liturgy does.
His personal contribution lay in the way he chose the words of the Praises,
linked them together and abbreviated or amplified them as he needed.

This is clear from the rubric in the Latin manuscripts: "Here begin
the Praises which our most holy Father Francis composed (ordinauit)...."
Francis did not originate every single element in the Praises but used
material that had already been composed. Nevertheless, he must be
acknowledged as the author of this laada.The method of linking the biblical
texts together, the personal additions, including some isolated single words,
all show the touch of the Poverello's hand.

It is not possible to date precisely the composition of the Praises.
But granted that they formed part of the daily recitation of the Diztine Office,
we can place their origin before the tir,ne Francis wrote the Rule of 1221,
which laid down quite strict norms for the manner in which the brothers
were to say the Diaine Office. Perhaps that Rule is alluding to the Praises
when it prescribes: "For this reason all the brothers, whether clerical orhy,
should celebrate the Diaine Office, the Praises (laadu) and prayers, as is
required of them" (RegNB 3:3).

Text of "The Praises To Be Said atAll the Hours"

[Translator's Note: This version of the text is taken from Regis J.
Armstrong, O.F.M. Cap. and Ignatius C. Brady, O.F.M.: Francis and Clare;
Tbe Cornplete Works: Paulist Press, N.Y., 1982, pp.l0lf., with minor
variations.]

Since the Praises have an unusual structure, we shall dirride the text
here into three ttstanzas," A, B and C.

Stanza A
l. Holy, holy, holy Lord God Almighty, who is, who was and who is

to come (cf. Rev 4:8):

Responsorial Verse: And let us praise and glorifi, him forever (cf.
Dan 3:57).
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2. O Lord our God, you are worthy to receive praise and glory and
honor and blessing (cf. Rev 4: 1 1):

R.Y.: And let us praise ....

3. The Lamb who was slain is wort}y to receive power and divinity,
and wisdom and strength, and honor and glory and blessing (Rev 5:12):

R.Y.: And let us praise ....

4. Let us bless the Father arid the Son and with the Holy Spirit:

R.Y .: And let us praise....

Stanza B

5. Bless the Lord, all you works of the Lord (Dan 3 :5 7):

R.Y.: And let us praise....

6. Sing praise to our God, all you his servants and you who fear
Gad,the small and the great (Rev l9:5):

R.Y.: And let us praise....

7. Let heaven and earth praise Him who is glorious (cf. Ps 68:35):

R.Y.: And let us praise....

8. And every creature that is in heaven and on earth and under the
earth and in the sea and those which are in them (Rev 5:13):

R.V.: And let us praise....

9. Glory to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit:

R.Y.: And let us praise....

10. fu it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. Amen.

R.Y.: Arud let us praise....

Stanza C

ll. All-poweffil, most boly, most high and supreme God.,

all good, saprenxe good, totnlly good'

you who alone are good, (cf . Lk 18:19);
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n ay we giue you all praise, all glory,

all thanks, allhonor,

all blessing, and all good things.

So be it, so be it. Amen.

Structure

Three stanzas

We have divided the Praises into three stanzas, A, B and C.

Stanza A contains statements about God and the Lamb of God.
God zi holy, zi worthy to receive praise. The Lamb who was slain r worthy.
This stanza ends with a hymn of praise to the Trinity.

In stanza B, the first verses are not statements ("is") but commands

"Bless! Praisel Sing praisel" This second stanza also ends with a song of
homage to the Trinity.

Finally, stanza C is quite different from the others in form and

solemnity. Instead of making new statements or issuing commands, it
contains only one sentence, or rather, a series of superlatives and attributes
linked together, expressing praise, honor, glory and jubilation addressed to
God, who is the center of the thought and structure of the sentence and

around whom revolve all the words, some new, some repeated.

So the Praises unfold in three phases that coincide with the three

sections into which we have divided the prayer and which we have loosely
called stanzas. This threefold, "trinitarian," structure can be subdivided into
three distinct sections:

Holy holy holy

Lord God Almighty

who is who zuas who is to come

At one glance, then, we can see the triple, trinitarian structure of
the verse-vertical, horizontal and temporal-"who is, who was, who is to
s66g"-x "three by three" construction.

This opening pattern has its counterpart in v. I 1, which ends the
prayer. However, v. 1l is not so easily divided, for it contains all the
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expressions of praise that appear in the previous verses, and they come
together in it as rivers flow into the sea.

... in honor of the Trinity

There is a deeper meaning to the three-part structure of the Praisu.
They begin with the threefold "Holy!" of the seraphs and, in three stanzas,
sing the praise of God. At the end of the first stanza (v. 4), the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit are named specifically, just as the second stanza
ends with the "Glory be to the Father..." (lw. 9-10). Because, as indicated by
the rubric, this short doxology ("Glory b.....") is also said at the beginning of
the Praises, there are, therefore, three explicit expressions of praise for the
Three Divine Persons-at the beginning of the Prayer and at the end of
stanzas A and B.

In many other places in Francis's writings, we read how he adored
and called upon others to adore "the Lord God Almighty in Trinity and in
Uniry, the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit" (RegNB 2l:2).Wehave
examples of this in the Exhortation to the Praise of God, as well as in the
Praisu. His devotion to the Most Holy Trinity, the trinitarian orientation of
his prayer, can be seen even in the literary construction of the Praises, the
three phases of which are another sign of that devotion.

Commentary on the Text

Stanza A: The Pilgrim Church and the Church Triumphant,
United in Praising God

To understand the full meaning of the biblical texts which Francis
uses, we must examine the contexts in which they occur. For example, who
proclaims the triple "Holy, holy, holy..." in the Book of Revelation? When
we ask such questions, we find that there are many possible answers. It is

true that the texts themselves do not tell us explicitly who these "actors"
are-if we may call them that-but they are there on the stage, so to speak.

Francis and all who sing the Praises are their "understudies" and play the
roles of different biblical personages.

v. 1: Holy, holy, holy Lord God Almighty, who ei, who was and who
is to come (cf. Rev 4:8).

R.Y.: And let us praise and glorifiz him forever (cf. Dan 3:57).

In the first place, there are the four seraphim who sing the triple
"holy" (Is 6:3; Rev4:8). Itis theywho, in Revelation, lead the liturgybefore
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the throne of God. The Praises, too, begin with this threefold invocation. It
is interesting, however, to note that Francis changes one word. Instead of
saying:" who was and who zi and who is to come" (Rev 4:8), he says, as does
Reaelation l:4: "who ri and who was." There is no doubt that Francis was
thinking first of all of God as present and only later of the God of history,
past and present.

v. 2: O Lord our God, you are worthy to receive praise and glory
and honor and blessing (cf. Rev 4:11).

R.Y.: And let us praise....

The acknowledgement that God is worthy to receive praise is
voiced by the twenty-four elders (Rev 4:9-ll) who proclaim: "Worthy art
thou, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor and power ...." But
instead sf 1'power," Francis says 'lblessing" and adds "praise" as well. That is,
he lengthens the list of encomiums. These words appear also, and in the
same order, at the beginning of the Canticle of Brother Sun: "Yot:lrs are the
Praises, the glory, the honor and all blessing." This is a surprising parallel
and it proves, for one thing, that Francis is the author of the Praises, and it
indicates that the Canticle of Brother Sun arose out of his daily practice of
praising God.

v. 3: The Lamb who was slain is worthy to receive power and
divinity, and wisdom and strength, and honor and glory and blessing (Rev
5:12).

R.Y.: Andletus praise ....

Francis here takes the praise of the Lamb word for word from
Reaelation 5: 12 . The context tells us that "thousands of thousands" of angels

and mysterious "creatures" and "the elders" gloriff the Lamb of God before
FIis throne, and He listens as that immense choir sings of His seven

attributes, namely, "infinite power, His divine Nature, the wisdom He
shows in the history of the world and of salvation, His irresistible strength,
honor, glory and praise."l When the mysterious creatures, the elders and
the countless angels attribute to God these seven qualities, they are
acknowledging His absolute perfection because, according to the Book of
Reaelation and Church tradition, seven is the perfect number.

'O. Schmucki, Gotteslob und Meditation nach Beispiel und Anweisung des

hl. Franziskus von Assisi,Lucerne, 1980, 34-35.
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v. 4: Let us bless the Father and the Son with the Holy Spiritr

R.Y.: Andlet us praise ....

This verse is taken from Lauds of Sunday and is in the first person
plural, as is also the responsorial verse. Those who are prayrng join in with
the choir of the various heavenly "actors." Praise to the Trinity closes the
first part of the Praises. With John, the seer of Patmos, those praying re-
appear in the first scene of the heavenly liturgy "before the throne of the
Lamb." There, in front of them, stands an immense choir, made up of
seraphim, the elders and myriads of angels. By means of the responsorial
verse and the closing praise of the first part of the Praises, those who are
contemplating the scene join in with the choir and take part in the heavenly
liturgy. So the scene presents two aspects:

- a liturgy that goes beyond time: the future consummation in
heaven is already being celebrated;

- the communion between the Pilgrim Church and the Church
Triumphant: at each hour of the Office, the choir of the Friars Minor is
united with the Church in heaven and says the same words of praise with
which the coundess beings who stand before and around the throne of the
Lamb give glory to God.

Stanza B: The Call to the Whole Cosmos

v. 5: Bless the Lord, all you works of the Lord (Dan 3:57)

R.V .: And let us praise ....

After v. 4, the second stanza begins with a short summons to praise
taken from Daniel's Canticle of the Three Young Men. This verse 5 is, as it
were, the tide of the whole st^nz , in which humanity and all creatures are
exhorted to praise God.

v. 6: Sing praise to our God, all you his servants and you who fear
God. rhe small and the great (Rev l9:5):

R.Y.: Andlet us praise ....

All His servants, those who love God, small and great, whatever
their social standing may be.

v. 7: Let heaven and earth praise Him who is glorious (cf. Ps

68:3 5).:
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R.Y.: and let us praise ....

Heaven and earth. Here Francis very characteristically adds the
qualifizing adjective "glorious." He used this word also when he was praylng
before the crucifix at San Damiano: "Most high, glorious God...."

v. 8: And every creature that is in heaven and on earth and under
the earth aad in the sea and those which are in them (Rev 5:13):

R.Y.: And.let us praise....

This is a call to each and every one of the creatures that are in
heaven and on the earth and under it, and the sea and everlthing in it.
Francis here adopts and quotes literally from Reaelation 5:73., a cry to all
creatures, which, according to the biblical view of the world, are on three
levels-heaven, earth and under the earth, including the sea. This verse

connects with the praise which the angels proclaim in v.3 and involves the
whole universe without any exception. The similarity between this and the
Canticle of Brother Sun artomatically springs to mind; and there is a parallel
in form as well as in content between the two. The Canticle mentions the
four elements, air, water, fire and earth, while the Praises summon the whole
universe in four verses (w. 5-8) and allude to the Trinity in the three verses

(w. 1-3) which call for the praise and glory of God.

The emphasis on the Trinity and on the entire universe2 is present

in the Praises, as are also the profound immersing of oneself in God and the
participation of the whole universe.

v. 9: Glory to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit:

R.Y.: And let us praise....

v. 10: fu it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. Amen.

R.Y.: And.let us praise....

v. 3 is followed by praise of the Trinity, and v. 6 by praise to the
Triune God. The "Glory to the Father...," reinforced by the double
recitation of the responsorial verse, is the climax of stanza B and, at the same

time, of both stanzas together. The symmetry between the two stanzas is

proof of their unity.

'A. Rotzetter, in his commentary on my book, Tiefe und Weite, in Fidelis

72 (1e85) 51.
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The two stanzas are different because the first stanza is more
actively liturgical than the second, which is essentially an invitation to all
creatures to join in this liturgy of praise. Francis, as it were, is exhorting all
creation to help him to praise God, and he makes the liturgy universal by
extending it to embrace everything that exists. Therefore, between stanza A
and stanza B, there is an unfolding, a broadening out, a dynamic, a

crescendo that runs through all the verses but especially those of stanza B.

Stallrza C: The Plenitude and Goodness of God
v. ll: All-powerful, m.ost holy, most high and suprerue God,

all good, suprente good, totally good;

youwho alone are good (cf. Lk 18:19);

rnay we giae yoa all praise, all glory,

all thanks, allhonor

all blessing and all good things.

So be it, so be it. Amen.

The crescendo has reached its peak. In stanza C, all the voices of
the immense choir blend together into one. The responsorial verse now
becomes an endless series of Prabu. The multipliciry of the images
contemplated yields before the vision of the plenitude of God, in whom all
things come together (cf. Col 1:16). "Francis had so grasped the fact that
God was the ever-flowing and only source of all that is good that he longed
to soar above the earth and reach out to God through praise."3

Let us examine the contents of this long sentence. The first half is a
proclamation, a solemn hymn of praise to God; the second is a resolution
and a proposed aim on the part of humanity.

The Sublimity and Transcendence of God

Conscious of God's greatness and the littleness of those who draw
near to Him, Francis begins v.l I with the proclamation: "All-powerful, most
holy, most high and supreme good." In a certain way, this eulogy repeats the

'E. Jungclausen, Die Ftille erfahren. Tage der Stille mit Franz von Assisi,
Fribourg, 1978,88.
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Book of Reaelation (4:8), quoted in v. 1 . But here Francis amplifies the phrase

"all-powerful God" with three adjectives in the superlative. Moreover, the
term "most holy" connects with the triple "holy" at the beginning of the
Praises. The first and last sentences of the Praises express praise although
they do so in quite different measure. In the first lines of this verse, the
praise of God with which the Praises began rises to a dizzying height and

continues at that level for the rest ofthe verse.

God is Good

When the word "God" rises to his lips, Francis Praises the Lord,
calling Him..." all good, supreme good, totally good, you who alone are
good."

This fragment also shows Francis's original and personal method of
prayer. He weaves three new expressions praising the good God around the
words of Christ: "No one is good but God alone" (Lk 18:19): God is all
good, supreme good, totally good. All the good that exists has its origin in
God. Good as a whole, in all its parts, in all its greatness and in all its depths
is concentrated in God. He is the source of all good, the original Good and
wholly Good; the only Good, from whom comes everything that is good;
the fullness of good which pours out upon the world.

Our response by continual praise

Francis responded to his experience of God's goodness with his
decision and purpose to praise Him: "May we give you all praise, all glory,
all thanks, all honor, all blessing and all good things." Finally, at the
conclusion of this hymn, he repeats the words of Reaelation which he had

already quoted briefly in w.2, 3 and 6: praise, glory, honor and blessing
(Rev 4:ll;5:12; l9:5). But he departs largely from the biblical text, using
some words in a different order and adding several others.

a) All: The word "all" is prominent among Francis's personal

additions. It appears six times in the second part of v.11.In this part, too, he
amplifies and reinforces Luke's words "No one is good but God alone" by
adding "all," "supreme," "total" (omne, summum, totum). Similarly, he applies
the adjective "all" (omnem, omnia) to the words of Reaelation "praise, glory,
honor and blessing." This typical of him.

b) All thanks: With this phrase, too, Francis goes beyond the biblical
text. His prayer is mainly one of thanksgiving. The Latin word he uses is
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gratia, which means "gratitude" or "acknowledgement,' and ,,a favor', or
"gift." FIe saw everything as a favor or a free gift from God. Writing to a

minister, the servant of the Fraternity, he says: "You should accept as a gift
all those things which deter you...." (EpMin 2). And since he considered that
everything was a "gift" or "grace," he referred all back to God with a

"Thank you!" and grateful praise. The concluding hymn of the praises is
proof that he attributed to God every good thing, all honor and glory, just as

he thought, prayed and lived entirely in God. That is why he added one
special phrase that does not appear in the biblical text from which he had
taken the quotation:

c) And all good things : The Poverello's halting speech ends with this
final declaration of homage. Referring everything good back to God is
typical of his whole attitude, as we can deduce also from the prayer after
Compline of his Office of the Paxion: "Let us bless the Lord, the living and
true God; to Him let us always render praise, glory, honor, blessing and.
eaery good. Amen. Amen. So be it. So be it." (OfFPass: Compline).

d) So be it, so be it. Amen. The Praises,like the Exhortation, end with a

"Fiat, fiatl Amen." This conclusion is full of self-surrender, yearning and
desire. Francis has no greater wish than that God should receive all praise,
all glory and everything good, which is the basic meaning of "Fiat!" (,,So be
itl") and "Amen." With this vigorous threefold exclamation, he emphasizes
his decision to offer to God all glory and to thank Him for eaerything good.

The closing prayer is the section o{ the Praises in which we can see
most clearly the personal, original and even mystical nature of Francis,s
ptayer. In these few short lines, the Poverello shows all the essential aspects
of his image and vision of God. For him, God is "all powerful, most holy,
most high," the supreme and only good; and with surprising ease he is able
to absorb and balance both God's transcendence and His immanence.
Nowhere do we find the least trace of minimizing, of trying to reduce the
immensity of God to fir our finite minds. God lives and acts in infinite
sublimity above all creatures without ever ceasing to be directly and
intensely solicitous about each one of them. The repetition of attributes
connected with the concept of goodness makes it clear that God is the one
Good in whom every created good has its source.4

*O. Schmucki;Op.cit, 3 5-36.
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The two pivotal points of the concluding prayer in the Praises are
God. and all, while its center is the good (bonam). Francis meditated on these
words, grasped their full implication and gained a foretasre of the infinite
plenitude of God. These pivotal points lend authenticity to the Fioretti,s
ascribing to Francis the aspiration: Deus rreus et ortnia: "My God and my all,,
(Fior 2), which sums up everything that the last prayer of the Praises unfolds
in meditation.

Summary

The Praises, which were intended and composed as a preparation
for the daily recitation of the Dhtine Offio, have the following
characteristics:

- the combined vision of the Unity and Trinity of God, which is
reflected also in the literary structure of the composition, so that the whole
prayer is essentially trinitarian. In the concluding prayer, the Trinity, the
"multiplicity" of God, is merged with the "simplicity," the Unity of God.
The vision of the Trinity and the Unity of God gives the Praises their vitality
and internal dlmamism:

- Francis and his companions were united in spirit with the choir
ofcountless angels and saints who enjoy eternal glory in the presence ofthe
living God and before the throne of the Lamb. Even now, on earth, the
pilgrim cornmunity of friars join their voices with the liturgy of heaven, in
which they will be able to take part without ceasing and face-to-face at the
end of time:

- this liturgical unity obtains not only between the community of
those who have been finally saved but includes also the whole universe since
Francis invites heaven and earth and every creature to praise God. So the
liturgy becomes cosmic, universal. The parallels and correspondences
between the Praises and the Canticle of Brother Sun cannot be ignored.

Practical Suggestions

1. If we are to reach a proper understanding of the Praisu To Be
Said at All the Hours, we must first familiarize ourselves with chapters 4, 5

and 19 of the Book of Reuelation. Let us, then, concentrate our biblical
reading and meditation on these chapters.

2- We can meditate on each stanza separately. The first stanza
provides us with three subjects for meditation: a) the hidden, ineffable
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mystery of God, who is All-Holy (v. l); b) a dialogue between us and God
(v. 2); c) the mystery of salvation in the image of the sacrificed Lamb (v. 3).

3. In the second stanza, Francis responds to the threefold
"epiphany" of the Lord, "who is, who was and who is to come." Ever
conscious of the end of the world, he saw Christ present in all creation. We,
too, must strive to see Him in everything around us. Where can we best do

this ?

4. We can see Christ most vividly "in the sacrament of the altar,
whether in the celebration of the Eucharist or in contemplating and adoring
the Lord under the sacramental species solemnly exposed for the veneration

of the faithful."5 Therefore, it will be useful to say the Praisu in connection
with the celebration of the Eucharist or adoration of the Most Blessed

Sacrament.

5. It can also be beneficial to savor and proclaim the Praises

outdoors. "The Sanctus sung in the threefold 'Holy, holy, holy' and in the

word 'worthy', reveals the sacramental structure of the cosmos and turn this
same cosmos into a sign that reveals the presence of Christ."o It will be easier

in the open air to invite all creatures to praise the Lord, as Francis does in
the second stanza of the Prayer.

6. After a period of meditation, we may follow the plan of the

Prnises and lay aside the contemplation of images so that we can give

ourselves over exclusively to praising God and paying homage to Him who

is "all good, supreme good, totally good."

7. Besides everything else that we have suggested here, we should
not forget to use the Praises for the purpose for which they were composed,

that is, as an invitatory to our private or community recitation of the Dioine

ofrn.

8. The short prayer, "My God and my all!," which is really an

abbreviated form of the Praises,lends itself very well to being prayed in time
with our breathing. We can use the double movement of breathing in and

out to deepen the meaning of the words we are saying. Being conscious of
the rhlthm of our breathing can help and support contemplation:

tE. 
Jungclausen, Op.cit., 86.

uE.Jungclausen, Op. Cit., SO-47
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"My God..." - Breathing God in, giving Him space within me and
allowing myself to be filled with Him....

" ... and my alll" - Breathing God out, discovering Him in
everything, contemplating everything in relation to Him....

"My God..." - Experiencing the depths of God in my own depths
and my own mystery....

" ... and my alll" - seeing the entire world as God's creation and
the arena oF my own activiry....

"My God and my alll" is the summation and essence of my
relationship with God and the world; of being welcomed home and sent out
on mission; of mysterious depths within me and the wide world outside.

9. We may wish to sing the Praises.


